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Throughout the decades beginning in the 1990s, the working individual
in China was apt to be attracted to the multinational corporations
(MNCs), as it was then perceived that they led in business acumen,
career opportunity and compensation across all industries. However,
when the Global Financial Crisis and Euro Crisis ensued in the late 2000s,
MNCs stumbled and thought leadership was lost, as was the belief there
would be inevitable domination by MNCs in their respective sectors
in China. This was a push factor for executives to consider moving to
private and public Chinese companies.
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Compensation, previously realized in MNCs, began to equalize with
Chinese companies as they sought talent from multinationals. A
contributing factor to Chinese companies aggressively seeking
multinational talent, was the changes required following a series of
food scandals. One such event was the melamine scandal in China,
which prompted traditional companies to restructure and create a
need to recruit in professional management.
In addition to the need for talent at large-scaled Chinese legacy
companies in the 2010s, the technology leaders, Baidu, Alibaba,
and Tencent (BAT), the largest internet companies in China,
clearly dominated their market. They presented strong visionary
companies with exciting futures in a dynamic new marketplace, and
hence became attractive as employers of choice.
Traditional groups such as WH Group, Wanda, Fosun, and Haier
expanded operations overseas. The top-tier of talent was attracted
to the vision and growth of these leaders, with compensation
exceeding MNCs, and global leadership roles now positioned in China.

power to maximize tax flexibility and minimize risk of legal action.
As well, the preference of private companies is to exclude benefits
to employees from the written contracts.
It takes a great deal of time and effort to truly understand and
navigate the Chinese company organization. An individual cannot
look at the company’s organization chart and ascertain roles and
who is making the key decisions. One must spend time on personal
connections and developing trust to be effective. The intensity of
the experience and the importance of being present and building
relationships is key to success. Successful managers must be seen
investing time and effort of buying into the group values and
culture. A key to success is to observe and adapt to the company,
being flexible and compromise on issues; as well as developing high
caliber skills to influence.

The increases in demand, on an already constrained multinational
leadership talent pool, have led to the rise in attraction and employee
engagement to Chinese private and publicly owned companies.
To understand this in greater detail, we have reviewed the key
facts and work environments for these companies, the perceived
advantages, and why talent might be drawn to one over the other.

CHINESE PRIVATE/PUBLICLY OWNED ENTERPRISES (POEs)

Work Environment
Chinese POEs have a common set of goals and react to events to
meet social and political needs. The company will lead initiatives
such as those related to disaster relief or political causes in a tactical
short-term manner. There is no long-term thematic or organized
corporate social responsibility (CSR). Company events and social
activities are deeply related to the Chinese cultural calendar and to
the interests of the leadership, hence, culture is embedded in the
organization with a homogenous population.
Performance is important, but there is little support to train and
improve the skills of employees beyond informal on-the-job training
or direct mentoring. Dismissal is readily used but is inversely
proportional to longevity with the company.

Style and Structure
Leading Chinese technology companies are like MNCs in working
practices as they have a history of recruiting international executives.
It is still opaque in terms of how the variable pay and the equity
works. Chinese private companies have very simple employment
contracts with numerous compensation issues - including bonuses
- managed outside the contract. This gives the business owner the
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Career Development Opportunities
China’s top internet companies, BAT, are fast-growing and effective
at training, evaluation and development of employees. They are
expanding quickly and generating elevated levels of revenue under
young organizations, both in terms of lifespan of the company as well
as the average age of employee, resulting in massive responsibility
and scale at a very young age.
Training programs are immature in all non-BAT Chinese companies
and are generally sporadic and lack an ongoing structure or theme,
despite providing a large amount of training. Almost half of the
training is meeting-based and consists of listening to company
leader’s presentations.
There are few Chinese POEs with professional evaluation and
development frameworks. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
tend to be set at a very macro and micro level. Every employee
is compensated based on the company meeting overall targets.
Employee’s immediate superiors may assign them a monthly set
of specific targets to reach; however, many of these targets are

qualitative and systems do not exist to support qualitative targets,
creating a frustrating environment for individuals.
Chinese POEs are attempting to change their culture and hire
outside top-tier talent for their leadership teams; however, the
founders typically trust their “old group” more. The dynamic
continues to defend the loyal old guard.

Leadership
In general, Chinese companies do not attract and retain, rather
the Chinese leaders themselves attract and retain. It is a personal
leadership dynamic. Whether it is a CEO or a middle manager, they
make a personal commitment to someone and that person is loyal
to them. The company itself plays a weaker role within China than
an MNC does, apart from BAT.
Leadership is power, and there is only one beacon of light in a
large Chinese company. There are many incredible leaders in
Chinese companies who would be top-tier in an MNC, so there is
a very high bar set. At the same time, there is great disparity in the
quality of leaders in comparison to MNCs, which tend to have more
consistency in their leadership.
The top-tier of Chinese companies attract the very best and
brightest from the best schools in the world, with leader’s longevity
and accumulated experience exceeding MNCs.

Characteristics of POEs and MNCs
POE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MNC:
•
•
•
•
•
•

.

Closer to the market with deeper insights
Faster decision-making and communication
Scale of business allows for strong investment
Career developnment opportunities with no glass ceiling
Deeper relationships and personal commitment
between individuals and teams
Strong leaders with accumulated learning and
experience
Compensation for key leaders is comparable or above
that of MNCs
Intensive experience with little work/life balance,
working 996
Frequent reorganization and changes to meet business
needs
Increasing use of equity ahead of MNCs

•
•

Training and development is planned and thematic
Career development opportunities into regional and
global roles abroad
Strong thematic integrated CSR owned by the
organization
Regional and global “expatriate” roles with
opportunities for emigration
Development, technological and creative advantage
opportunities
Work/life balance is good and broadly at western levels
with limited intrusion on personal life
Relationship is contractual and legal terms are followed
Interactions are professional creating a more relaxed
experience

TOP REASONS FOR TALENT SHIFTING AWAY FROM MNCs
The decision for individuals to leave an MNC and move to a Chinese
POE, stems from personal and professional reasons, and pay most
likely represents approximately half of the attraction. There is the
belief that Chinese companies can access a larger market than
Western companies given their flexible practices and deeper market
insight as well as the view that multinationals are too distant from
the market place at times.
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Chinese talent believes they can lead Chinese companies whereas
glass ceilings exist in Western companies. However, they realize
later that there are also glass ceilings in Chinese companies, where
only the “local team” becomes real leaders.
The true attraction of joining a Chinese technology company is the
opportunity to work in a fast-paced operation which is difficult to
replicate within a multinational, and likely unheard of outside of
China, except for the leading Silicon Valley organizations. Decisions
are made quickly and acted upon, so leaders input has impact and
are visible. The constant reorganization of departments, as well
as changing focus on initiatives are based on leadership decisions
which occur with lightning speed. This is a very different work style
from multinationals. Young graduates are attracted to companies
such as Tencent, given the long-term opportunity for development
of the market leaders, as well as Chinese companies who are
successful in their industries.
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Clearly, senior Chinese talent feels empowered and easier to
communicate in the Chinese POEs, however, it is a very intense
experience, working 12 hours per day, six days a week, hence
known as 996. The Chinese POEs are dynamic, fast-moving and very
commercially driven by the China market characteristics, without
needing to concern themselves with global external market
requirements.
In contrast, MNCs, are slower and influenced by external factors
rather than China internal market driven dynamics. The experience
is less intense, as it is expected that you have a personal life separate
from your professional relationships. The MNCs are systematic,
consensus-driven, and led by global and regional strategies. These
strategies inhibit their ability to create product and services tailored
for the China market, but they still lead with many aspirational
brands and leading technologies.
Younger talent graduating from universities are attracted to highgrowth visionary companie who have a clear China strategy, as is
top talent that is highly ambitious and want to see impact from
leadership. Chinese talent remains highly attracted to western
leading brands and technologies as well. As Chinese brands and
technologies develop further, MNCs will need to work diligently to
develop competitive employee engagement strategies for China.
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